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1. Provides access to a more convenient and simpler interface than the standard overclocking tools. 2. Can set the CPU's multiplier and oscillator frequency
from 1 to 1.4. 3. Provides access to the saved overclocking settings and easily edit it. 4. Provides access to the Tools tab, where various tools can be used
such as a temperature converter and a airflow converter. 5. Other useful functions are available such as calculating the total IPS and the amount of used
energy for a PC. 6. Provides access to the setting configuration for information such as the type of the mainboard, the model, and the vendor of the
mainboard Features: 1. Provides access to a more convenient and simpler interface than the standard overclocking tools. 2. Can set the CPU's multiplier
and oscillator frequency from 1 to 1.4. 3. Provides access to the saved overclocking settings and easily edit it. 4. Provides access to the Tools tab, where
various tools can be used such as a temperature converter and a airflow converter. 5. Other useful functions are available such as calculating the total IPS
and the amount of used energy for a PC. 6. Provides access to the setting configuration for information such as the type of the mainboard, the model, and
the vendor of the mainboard Hello, can anyone help me?I have overcloked my CPU by 200 in BIOS but when I restarted my computer I got an error and it
changed to 2.3 GHz by default,I'm using Intel Core 2 Duo E6600 2.4GHz and 4GB memory and mobo MSI Z68A-GD65.What can I do to fix it?I really
appreciate if any one can help.Thank you very much Hello, can anyone help me?I have overcloked my CPU by 200 in BIOS but when I restarted my
computer I got an error and it changed to 2.3 GHz by default,I'm using Intel Core 2 Duo E6600 2.4GHz and 4GB memory and mobo MSI Z68A-
GD65.What can I do to fix it?I really appreciate if any one can help.Thank you very much I am using windows 7 home premium. It is a laptop. It has an
nvidia driver. The problem is that when i install the driver, the screen is black and after few seconds it comes back normal. Any ideas why this happens?//
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---------- Overclockulator is a utility program specially designed for overclockers, and aspiring overclockers. However, if you're a PC enthusiast, and would
like to increase the speed of your components, then you should definitely check out this program. This app calculates the exact settings that make your PC
run a stable overclock, and displays the information in a detailed table. As said above, there are two kinds of components that Overclockulator is able to
display. The ones that you need to know about are the component that will be overclock, and the components that are used for the stable overclock. To
ensure that you get a stable overclock out of your components, it's always good to know what you're doing. Therefore, Overclockulator is an extremely
helpful application that will help you display the current CPU, RAM, and GPU settings you have in your computer, as well as the total power usage and
temperature. In addition to that, Overclockulator calculates the settings you can use in order to get the best out of your components, and displays those
settings in a very detailed table. Finally, if you're going to be overclocking your computer for a long period of time, then you can check out the setup
application. Which would enable you to open it once a month, and it would make sure that the software will not start up automatically. Moreover,
Overclockulator is able to do that because it has an initial break on startup. The initial break is supported by Overclockulator, and is automatically unlocked
by a restart, which means that you won't have to turn it off each time you open it. If you want to be able to get the exact frequency of your CPU and RAM,
and find out the best power supply, then this is the program for you. What's in this version: ------------ - Fixed some bugs with memory rate calculation -
Fixed CPU/Memory rate calculation in a case where the system clock speed was clocked Version History: --------------- Version 1.2.0 - Fixed the "Illegal
combination of MSR/MTR values". - Fixed the case where the base clock speed was NOT entered in the Base clock window. - Fixed the case where the
system clock speed was NOT entered in the System clock window. - Added the option to disable the "PowerSave Mode". - Fixed the case where
overclocking a CPU or memory sticks that have not been entered into the 09e8f5149f
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Overclockulator is a reliable overclocking application, made specifically for people that want to get the maximum out of their CPU units. When you're
trying to overclock a CPU or RAM sticks, you always want to know just how much you're risking. The tool will help you to calculate the maximum
frequency your CPU units are able to run at. The Processor and Memory tab lets you enter your system clock speed and multiplier so that you can calculate
the processor's frequency. Your current frequency is then compared to other CPUs, and the total number of IPS is displayed. The Memory Ratios can also
be calculated from this window. Further more, if you're interested to see just how much power your computer drains, then you can use the Power Supply
window to see just how many Watts are required for your computer to run properly. The calculation is pretty straightforward and simple, as all you have to
do is input the number and type of components you have in your PC. Both the independent, and the total amount of used energy is displayed. In case you
wonder about the exact speed of your CPU, the L2 cache/speed, and the model and vendor of your mainboard, then, all you have to do is access the CPU
and Mainboard tab found in the application. The built-in circuitry will let you check and adjust the different settings on your CPU units. When you need to
change the default values, you have to go to the main menu and select the menu item called Edit. In case you're into calculating how much air is your
computer using, then the built-in airflow calculator is the way to go. The application will let you input all the information you have, such as the amount of
power you're using, the type of case, and the technology you're using. All you have to do is input the information and wait for the application to give you an
output of the amount of airflow you are using in your case. If you want to change the temperature on your CPU unit, then you can use the built-in
temperature converter. It will show you the amount of various temperatures you're having and the settings you have on your case. In case you have a fan
that's not working, you should check out the built-in fan slider. The tool will allow you to automatically adjust the fan speed on your processor. More than
that, if you want to convert the airflow, the Vram Ns/Mhz and temperature, then you can access the

What's New in the Overclockulator?

Overclockulator is a free application that takes into account your CPU speed, memory speed, memory capacity, and many other components in order to
display you the correct settings for your CPU or RAM drives. Overclockulator Features: • A set of features that allow you to see just what's the best
settings for your computer • Easy usage, no tutorial, no learning curve. • Allows you to change the value of the settings before you load them. • App that
calculates the power consumption of your computer. • Mainboard selection. • CPU and RAM selection and calculation. • CPU and RAM optimization. •
Display of the specs of your hard drive and other devices. • Display of the maximum clock frequency for your CPU. • Display of the maximum clock
frequency for your RAM. • Display of the specifications of your hard drive. • Display of your CPU, Ram and mainboard. • Display of your power
consumption. • Display of the temperature of your CPU. • Display of the temperature of your RAM. • Display of your hard drive. • Display of the
maximum memory frequency. • Display of the L2 cache/speed. • Display of the temperature of your GPU. • Display of your GPU memory. • Display of
your energy usage. • Display of your airflow. • Display of the memory current. • Battery status display. • Display of your motherboard. • Display of your
sound card. • Display of the manufacturer and model of your motherboard. • Display of your hard drive specifications. • Display of the operating system
used. • Display of the version of your operating system. • Display of the version of the drivers that you have. • Display of your Antivirus program. •
Display of your current software and hardware optimization. • Display of your physical memory. • Display of your CPU cooler. • Display of your CPU fan
speed. • Display of the PSU fan speed. • Display of your hard drive's fan speed. • Display of your RAM timings and speed. • Display of the CPU and
RAM heatsink. • Display of your CPU and RAM timings, voltage and speed. • Display of the voltage and frequency of your mainboard. • Display of the
voltage and frequency of your PSU. • Display of the fan speed of your PSU. • Display of the PSU power consumption. • Display
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows Vista or later Processor: Pentium 4, Athlon XP, or AMD Athlon 64 or later Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX
9-compatible video card Hard Drive: Minimum 2 GB available space Additional Notes: The program requires certain modules to be installed. Instructions
are included in the package and can be found on the Autodesk website. Windows 7, 8, 10 OS: Windows 7, 8, 10 Processor: Pent
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